Meet the Members

A Plumb job!

This month we meet Barry Plumb, designer and builder of
the Plumb Biplane and enthusiastic pilot and motorcyclist

W

elcome Barry, could you
tell us something of your
career?

Although as a lad I wanted to be a
commercial pilot and had an
interview at Hamble, unfortunately
it was not to be. I am now retired after an enjoyable
career in the industrial refrigeration and air conditioning
sector. Projects have been wide and variable, ranging
from the 10,000hp system for the climatic test chambers
at the Military Vehicle Engineering Establishment at
Chertsey, to cooling precious article display cabinets in
the Didactic Gallery of the British Library. I also spent a
great deal of time on various pharmaceutical pilot plant
installations at drug research and development sites.

What stirred your interest in aviation?

As a boy I was absolutely fascinated by anything
mechanical, and one of my favourite machines was a
model aircraft engine. I can remember running my first
model engine in my hands (don’t try this at home folks)
until it got too hot to hold. So, I really needed something
to put it in and decided that control line model flying
should be fun. It was, and I was hooked on anything that
would fly. I was not a good enough athlete for free flight
models as it usually meant miles of trekking off to find
them, so I built control line and later radio-controlled
models. Many of my models were of my own design,
which added to the fun.

In what, where and when was your first
flight?

My first flight was in 1964 in an Auster J1N, G-AJAJ from
Sandown, Isle of Wight. I think I was about 13 at the time

Above Barry Plumb
with his self-designed
and built BGP 1
biplane.

and I had been saving up all year so that I could go for a
flight from our usual holiday destination on the Isle of
Wight. At that time, a five to 10 minute flight around the
bay was 15 shillings (75p), or a full 40 minute flight round
the island was 45 shillings (£2.25p). I could afford the
former but not the latter, but fortunately a young couple
turned up just after me and elected for the full 40 minute
flight, and the pilot took pity on me and took me for
half-price. I was broke, but ecstatic. Even better, the
young couple sat in the rear seats, holding hands and
kissing, while I got to sit with the pilot up front. Again, I
was hooked, not with the kissing, but on the flying.
Later on, I did a couple of summertime, week-long
courses with the Air Scouts at Lasham, flying their
Slingsby T21 open cockpit gliders. I was too young to
solo but it was a great experience. At that time, the
Scouts had a bunkhouse which was a retired Dan Air
Avro York. I was camping under the port outer engine,
which dripped oil all over my tent. Recently, on a visit to
Duxford, I came upon that same aircraft in the museum.
No oil drips there.

Where did you do your flight training?

After a couple of lucrative overseas appointments in
1976, I was able to start training at the Lapwing Flying
Group at Denham, on Beagle Pup 150 G-AXJH, and later
on a Rallye 150, G-BECC. It took a couple of years to
complete about 49 hours and the issue of my PPL.

How did you hear about the PFA/LAA?

It was actually before I trained for my PPL, a friend from
the model flying club mentioned that he was going to the
PFA Rally at Sywell as he was thinking of building a Fred
(and he did). I was rather struck by this and also went
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along and was fascinated by a Taylor Monoplane on
display in the marquee, complete but without fabric
covering. I thought that I could make one of those, as it is
only a big model after all. Oh, impetuous youth! Anyway, I
joined the PFA and, in typical headstrong fashion, started
designing my own little biplane. That was in 1976 and I
have been a member ever since.

Do you prefer building from plans?

Yes, I do. I suppose it goes back to my model flying days.
It is mainly the sense of achievement from building
something from scratch, and particularly designing the
aircraft yourself.

Tell us about your BGP-1

Having joined with the intention of designing and building
my own aircraft, I went along to various Strut meetings to
see what I could learn about aircraft structures and their
design. I was lucky to meet a chap by the name of David
Livesey at the West London Strut, who spent literally hours
with me explaining which textbooks I needed and how the
design process went. Much study was followed by many
calculations, and lots and lots of drawings. Eventually a
design submission was sent to PFA Head Office and a
constructor’s logbook arrived in the post. Well, I thought, I’ll
just have to go ahead and build it. So I did. My Inspectors
were brilliant, passing on a host of tips on how to go about
the construction. Friends at the Struts were able to point
me in the direction of parts and material suppliers etc., and
I could not have achieved anything without the PFA.
Flight testing in 1986 was interesting, with initial flights
carried out by a wonderful friend, Cliff Piper. I can tell you
that waiting for him to get back from a Vne dive test was
probably the most nerve-wracking experience of my life.

Top The Plumb
Biplane well on the
way and having a
trial rig.
Above left A young
Barry and Pam
enjoying a fly-in with
the Jodel DR1050 in
which they had a
share.
Above right Barry
built this Wag Aero
clip wing Cub with
son Neil and friend
Andrew Bourn, which
they still own and fly.

How many have been built?

Just mine and one other. PFA member John Anson was
keen to build one but I was afraid the drawings were not
really good enough for someone else to follow. We struck
a deal that I would prepare production standard
drawings, and he would proof read them by building from
them and letting me know where all of the bugs were. It
worked and the aircraft was built, finished off by Pat
Barker and John Riley. The aircraft has now returned to its
native Cornwall, where construction began.

I believe you have had quite an involvement
with the Association?

When I first joined, I was with West London Strut
(eventually becoming Strut co-ordinator), Hertford Strut
and Bedford Strut, but having relocated I am now a member
of the Chiltern Strut. I was also on the LAA Board for some
years, with particular responsibility for Engineering, which
gave me a wonderful opportunity to work closely with our
Engineering department at Turweston.
I have been involved in judging at the LAA Rally for a
number of years, and generally I will be looking at plans
built, part built and restored Vintage aircraft, which is
where my skills are. It would not be much good getting
me to judge riveted aluminium aircraft as I have no
experience with them.

How many types and hours have you flown?
Unlike many of our members I have not flown a huge
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number of types, probably 15 or so. I have flown
approximately 1,370 hours, about 90% of which are
on taildraggers.

What aircraft have you owned?

My own biplane of course, but I once owned a one
sixteenth share in a Jodel 1050 – I think my bit was the
right aileron. It was a great aircraft, and only two or
three of the group members ever flew it, so it was
always available.
A few years ago my son Neil, a friend, Andrew Bourn,
and I built a Wag Aero Acro Trainer – a kit built version of
a Clip Wing Cub with an O-320 – but it was definitely not
a project for a first time builder. I still own a share in this
superb aeroplane.

Do you have a favourite and less so types?

I loved the Beagle Pup, with its superb handling, but this
was the first powered aircraft I had flown, so comparison
is difficult. Our Jodel was a fantastic, economical touring
aircraft but handling was somewhat staid compared to
the Pup. Our Clip Wing does everything you can want in
terms of handling and performance, and my biplane
handles like a dream.
I did not like the Cessna 150. It is so narrow that you
need to be two ‘consenting adults’ to close the doors.
How they ever manage to get two 21st century adults into
one is beyond me…

What has been your best aviation moment?

My best aviation moments are every time I fly my biplane
or the Clip Wing. Open the throttle and after a few
seconds you are airborne on your own crafted wings – it
never ceases to amaze me that the laws of physics work
every time – marvellous.
I remember a lovely flight in my biplane when passing
Broadway in the Cotswolds as my 1,000 hours came up.

Tell us how you got to fly in the Sanders
Sea Fury

In the summer of 1980, Stuart MacConnacher and I went
to Oshkosh via California. We flew with Elmer Ward in his
Cessna 185 to Oshkosh and back, and the following
weekend I was offered a flight in the Sanders’ family
two-seat Sea Fury. I flew the aircraft for about 35 minutes
from Madera to Chino. Frank did the tricky bits with the
take-off and landing, but allowed me to do the cruise. The
handling of that aircraft is just sublime and it’s worth
noting that the diameter of the Sea Fury propeller is the
same as the wingspan of my biplane. Fantastic!

Above On a visit to
California in 1980,
Barry was lucky to be
offered a flight in
Frank Sanders’
two-seat Sea Fury.
Below One of
Barry’s other
passions is old
British motorbikes.
He and Pam
regularly attend
rallies throughout
Europe on their 1956
AJS model 30.

Do you have any aviation heroes?

Neil Williams is up at the top; watching him fly and
reading his books was a joy. Similarly, Brian Lecomber
was great fun and again, his writing was brilliant. I met
Brian at Denham when I was learning to fly.
Also, the many professional and amateur aircraft
designers who have produced such a variety of
wonderful aircraft over the years.

Have you had any ‘I learned about flying
from that’ moments?

I inadvertently got into cloud when in formation with two
other Jodels while crossing the Channel on our way
home from the RSA Rally. Lesson learned: Don’t take
someone else’s word that the weather is OK, check for
yourself.
I also had an engine failure in my biplane when the
Jabiru threw a rod. Fortunately, I was at 3,000ft over
open country and found a suitable grass field, phew!
Lesson: Always expect the unexpected and be vigilant.

What is on your aircraft and vehicle wish
list?

I love the early versions of the Curtis P-40, the ones with
the small chin scoop. It was pretty much outclassed as a
fighter, but I still think it looks absolutely beautiful.

What other hobbies and interests do you
have?

I have two classic British motorcycles, a 1956 AJS
model 30 (600cc parallel twin) and a 1957 Matchless G3
(350cc single).
My wife Pamela and I have ridden throughout Europe
over the last 18 years, attending classic bike events and
rallies. There is a very similar community to the LAA in
the classic bike fraternity.

Isn’t your son also a pilot and engineer?

Yes, Neil learned to fly when he was a trainee engineer
at a light aircraft maintenance company. After getting his
licence he went on the fly twins, then turbines and
ultimately business jets such as the Citation and
Falcon 900.
He is now involved with running a new business jet
maintenance company, JMI based at Oxford. Neil still
loves to fly light aircraft and maintains his LAA
Inspector’s ticket.

Any advice for owners and pilots?

If you are building or operating an LAA aircraft get the
best Inspector you can find. They are all good, but some
are exceptional. And keep flying, as there is no
substitute for practise. ■
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